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GET YOUR NUMBERS RIGHT!
First things first, you need to understand the situation. You need accurate, complete and timely:
• Financial statements
• Management reports

• Bank / cash journals
• Receivables / payables reports (including an ageing, payment terms analysis)

Understanding the situation may also require analyzing trends, by comparing financial statements over several periods.

Questions you want answers to:
• What impact is this crisis having on my company?
• Aside from cash, is the company’s activity affected?

• Has this crisis slowly escalated or brutally erupted?
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GET YOUR NUMBERS RIGHT!
Of course you need to know where you are heading too, so update
cash forecast (refer section 2 “Cash management”).

If this crisis is affecting other areas of your business or you
anticipate that it will, you need to go back to your projections and
compare actual results versus forecasts. This exercise may lead
you to reassess your ambitions (forecasts) – important to manage
shareholders’ and creditors’ expectations.

Going through tables and numbers can be a painful exercise for entrepreneurs and managers without a financial background, so do not wait for a crisis to:
1. Surround yourself with a savvy accountant, who will get the work done, analyze results and blow the whistle early enough
2. Implement a reliable reporting, define KPIs and other metrics that are relevant to your business and environment

3. Spend some time with your accountant, it will be useful to both
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CASH MANAGEMENT
There are a number of metrics you want to keep an eye on in a period of crisis, here are 3 simple ones:

Metric

How do I calculate it?

What am I looking for?

Working capital

= current assets - current liabilities

A result superior to 0 means that the company’s current assets
(cash, receivables) can cover current liabilities (payables)

= current assets / current liabilities

Same as working capital but result is a ratio. A ratio equal or greater
than 1.0 means that the company’s current assets can cover current
liabilities

= (current assets - inventory) / current liabilities

More conservative than the current ratio, as it considers inventory as
less liquid than other current assets. A ratio equal or greater than 1.1
means the company’s most liquid assets can cover current liabilities

Current ratio

Quick ratio

If results from the above tests are positive (and cash is low), you need to concentrate your efforts on:
• Recovering receivables – ageing analysis and payment terms analysis will be useful here to target debtors;
• Scheduling settlement of payables – here again ageing analysis and payment terms analysis will be useful for you to prioritize payments.
If results from the above tests are negative, your business is facing the risk of defaulting (refer to section 3 “Financing in China”).
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CASH MANAGEMENT
In a normal context, we recommend a SME operating in China to have a cash forecast of 6 months minimum to anticipate potential
financing needs. When there are tensions on liquidity there is a need for both short-term and mid-term / long-term visibility. Short-term
visibility to manage the crisis. Long-term to manage the sustainability of the business and plan for the future.
Short-term forecast
•
•
•
•

Long-term forecast
•
•
•
•

Estimate cash requirements
Plan short-term financing
Scheduling payments
Planning purchases
Advantage

• Good picture of expected cash flows
• Essential to manage day-to-day
transactions

Plan long-term financing
Assess availability of investable surplus
Planning capital expenditures
Planning raising of funding

Disadvantage
• In the context of a crisis needs to be
updated regularly
• No long-term visibility

Advantage
• A must when discussing with
shareholders and creditors
• Essential for long-term planning

Here again, do not wait for a crisis to:
1. Prepare realizable cash forecasts, both for short-term and long-term financing.
2. Implement internal controls, to ensure you get early warnings if a shortage looms.

3. Implement solid processes, notably on invoicing and collection.
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Disadvantage
• Not adapted for short-term planning
• Not adapted in the context of a crisis

FINANCING IN CHINA

Capital increase

Shareholder loan

Increase the registered capital
Advantage

Contract a loan from shareholder
Disadvantage

Advantage

• No third-party involved

• 2-3 months to implement

• No third-party involved

• Non-taxable

• Funds immobilized in China

• Funds are not immobilized in China

Disadvantage
• Limited
• 2-3 months to implement
• Taxable

The amount a foreign-invested company can contract as a loan from its’ shareholder is capped. A company can opt for either of the following
measurement:
1. Borrowing gap (= total investment - registered capital)
2. Macro-prudential financing system (risk-weighted approach involving 2 concepts, cap and balance)

The above solutions are most commonly used by foreign-invested SMEs. In both cases you need to be mindful of the implementation time.
Registrations with the authorities are required before funds can be received. Documents also need to be signed by the shareholder.

Make sure you are assigning this project intelligently, to someone familiar with the formalities and who can handle them efficiently.
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FINANCING IN CHINA

Bank loan

Related-party agreement

Contract a loan from a bank in China
Advantage

Charge services rendered to group
Disadvantage

Advantage

• Quick set up

• Finding a willing bank

• Quick set up

• No registrations / approvals required

• Conditions (interest rate, guarantees)

• No registrations / approvals required

Disadvantage
• Substance of transaction
• Taxable
• Transfer pricing considerations

Related-party transactions are of course permissible, but there needs to be substance to the services rendered. Banks are receiving clear
instructions from the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) to look out for such transactions that are purely for financing purposes and
do not actually have substance. The bank will require the service agreement and invoices. In case of doubt additional documents may be
requested or the bank may simply refuse the funds (returned to payer).
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